[The electrophysiological properties of the conduction pathways of the stellate ganglion in the cat in postnatal ontogeny].
In new-born, 10-, and 20-day-old kittens and in adult cats, the stellate ganglia branches contained both continuous and synaptically interrupted fibres. In the course of postnatal ontogenesis, the average conduction velocity of excitation and average amplitude of the responses increased. In new-born and 10-day old kittens, these are C-fibres. Apart from the latter, A delta and B fibres appeared in 20-day old kittens. In adult cats, two subgroups of all types of the fibres appeared. Since the 10-day age, synaptically interrupted responses have been recorded in anastomoses and inferior cardiac nerve following stimulation of cranial and caudal branches of the subclavian loop, the responses being conducted in both directions in adult cats.